
How does it work?

For starters, we’ve grouped common challenges into four categories: 

Which category do you think your organization struggles with the most?

Start here.

Category Rankings

Within each category, we then ask you to rank your organization on a scale of 

1 to 10 across a variety of specific challenges. As you continue working through 

this exercise, we pose questions and industry stats for context around the 

performance of your organization. This is where we ask you to be objective 

and honest. Reflective questions like “How good are we at this?” and “How do 

we stack up against our competitors?” are critical to derive meaning from this 

worksheet. 

Through this process, the idea is you should be able to pinpoint an area of 

focus that may have the greatest impact on your organization. 

Let’s get to work!

We work with hundreds of 

organizations a week and hear 

many common challenges modern 

nonprofits face today. 

We also know it can sometimes 

seem impossible to determine how 

to prioritize your organization’s 

time and resources. We hope this 

worksheet can be a useful tool 

to help you identify the area of 

biggest impact.

Online Fundraising Assessment:
Where are you losing the most?

2

10

16

21

Brand Tarnishing →

Losing Money →

Losing Time & Efficiency →

Lack of Strategy →



Online Fundraising Assessment 2

Donation Pages: Conversion Design
Rank from 1 to 10 the ease of use of your donation pages for donors.

Donation Pages: Segmentation & Appeal Optimization
Rank from 1 to 10 the sophistication of your email segments and  

customized appeals.

Fundraising Pages
Rank from 1 to 10 the ease of use of your fundraising pages for fundraisers.

Peer-to-Peer and Crowdfunding Pages
Rank from 1 to 10 how well your organization leverages donors’ networks 

through peer-to-peer and crowdfunding pages.

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

Losing Money

You’ve heard of the leaky 

bucket phenomenon. So have 

you assessed whether your 

organization might have a  

few holes? 

Let’s dig into the common 

issues that cause nonprofits 

to lose money. But first, give 

your organization an honest 

assessment on the  

following topics:

Can you improve? Get to work on page 4 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 5 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 6 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 7 »

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 3

Recurring Donation Campaigns
Rank from 1 to 10 your organization’s strategy to turn one-time donors into 

monthly givers.

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

Losing Money

Can you improve? Get to work on page 9 »

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 4

(x)

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Are your donation pages mobile-friendly? For all devices?

Did you know? Nearly 14 percent of all online donations in 2015 were made 

using a mobile device.1 Here at Classy 31.5 percent of online gifts were made 

via mobile with an average gift size of $151. In fact, responsive donation pages 

increase conversion rates by 34 percent.2

You have less than 10 seconds to capture someone’s attention on a 

landing page. Does a potential supporter who lands on your donation 

page instantly see an accurate representation of your brand?

Did you know? The average gift size through a generic, non-branded donation 

page is 30 percent smaller than the average gift size through a branded form.3

What are your organization’s conversion rates on your donation pages?

Did you know? On average, a nonprofit’s main donation form converts 15 

percent of page visits into gifts.4

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think optimizing for conversion on our donation forms 

would bring my organization $(x) dollars per year, more or less.

Losing Money  |  Donation Pages: Conversion Design

Donation pages and fundraising 

pages are incredibly important. 

When they work properly they are 

your key to an increased stream 

of online donations.

Without changing anything 

else, many organizations see 

a significant increase in their 

fundraising results just by 

optimizing these pages for gift 

conversion. 

Are your campaign pages designed 

to convert as many site visitors into 

donors as possible?

Let’s understand the impact of a 10 percent lift in your conversion rate:

avg. monthly traffic to  
donation page

avg. donation amount conversion rate improvement

per month increase in donations

/ per year

$

$

10%

(x • 12)

1 Blackbaud, “Charitable Giving Report: How Nonprofit Fundraising Performed in 2015.” https://www.blackbaudhq.com/corpmar/cgr/
how-nonprofit-fundraising-performed-in-2015.pdf

2 NPEngage, “Mobile Donations Up 45% in 2015 Giving Season.” http://npengage.com/nonprofit-fundraising/mobile-donations-up-
45-in-2015-giving-season-infographic/

3 Network for Good, “The Ultimate Donation Page Course.” http://www.networkforgood.com/lesson/elements-donation-page-
design/

4 M+R, “M+R Benchmark Report.” http://mrbenchmarks.com/

LET’S GET STARTED

LET’S CALCULATE

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 5

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Are you maximizing your list segments and customizing your appeals to 

bring in more donations?

Do you send all email appeal recipients to the same online  

donation form?

If you sent high dollar donors to forms with larger default giving 

amounts, could you increase your results?

Could you be inadvertently downgrading some larger donors by showing 

them forms with smaller default giving amounts?

If you could easily match the branding and messaging of your email 

appeal to the donation page used for that appeal, would you be able to 

convert more gifts?

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think segmentation and more targeted donation forms 

would bring my organization $ (x) dollars per year, more or less.

Losing Money  |  Donation Pages: Segmentation & Appeal Optimization

Good marketing is all about 

sending the right message, at the 

right time, to the right segment. 

For example, Nuru International 

creates custom donation pages 

that are unique to their recurring 

giving campaign, Catalyst. These 

custom pages allow their team 

to keep the campaign branding 

consistent throughout their 

marketing, communications, and 

donation process.

Let’s understand your current average gift size and the annual donation volume:

average gift size number of annual donors

/ per year

$$

$

LET’S CALCULATE

LET’S GET STARTED

(x)
annual donation volume

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 6

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

True/False: Our fundraising pages are easy and intuitive for supporters 

so I’m confident that people aren’t dropping out of the page creation 

process.

Did you know? The average individual fundraising page on Classy raises $568 

from seven different donors. How do you compare?

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think better fundraising pages would bring my 

organization $ (x) dollars per year, more or less. 

Losing Money  |  Fundraising Pages

You miss 100 percent of the shots 

you don’t take. Cliché? Yes. True? 

Yes. 

Are you missing out on donations 

simply because you are missing 

tools that could produce solid 

fundraising results? Most 

organizations we talk to find that 

the answer to that question is 

“yes.”

Where might you be able to 

expand your fundraising by adding 

some new elements to the mix?

Let’s start with your fundraising 

pages. Are you leaving money on 

the table due to complicated or 

sub-optimal fundraising pages? 

What would getting an extra 50 or 100 people to set up fundraising pages mean for your organization?

LET’S CALCULATE

# of additional people setting up 
fundraising pages

average amount raised on Classy

$$
568

LET’S GET STARTED

(x)
increase in revenue

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 7

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Are you tapping into the power of your donors’ networks through peer-

to-peer fundraising?

Did you know? On average, a single fundraiser brings in $568 from seven 

donors, with four of those donors being brand new to the organization.

Generally speaking, people are often more inclined to give to a friend or 

family member versus directly donating to a nonprofit organization?

Did you know? In 2015, the conversion rate on a Classy peer-to-peer 

fundraising page was 40.6 percent, which is significantly higher than the 

industry average 15 percent conversion rate on general donation pages.

If event registrants were automatically created a fundraising page upon 

sign-up, would they be more willing fundraise on your behalf?

Did you know? When the Y in Central Maryland combined their registration 

with fundraising, they saw a 46 percent increase in the total revenue raised 

year-over-year. And bonus, have a 58 percent conversion rate on Classy’s 

registration with fundraising pages.

Has your organization tried crowdfunding to raise money for a specific 

project or program?

Did you know? The average gift size to a crowdfunding campaign on Classy was 

$180 in 2015.

Losing Money  |  Peer-to-Peer Fundraising & Crowdfunding

Today, a substantial number 

of nonprofit campaigns use 

crowdfunding or peer-to-peer. And 

it makes sense. These campaigns 

not only traditionally see higher 

donations but also introduce new 

donors to a nonprofit’s ecosystem. 

A true win, win!

Here’s the thing, though. Are you 

leaving money on the table due to 

complicated or sub-optimal peer-

to-peer (P2P) or crowdfunding  

campaign pages?

LET’S GET STARTED

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 8

Losing Money  |  Peer-to-Peer Fundraising & Crowdfunding

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think using peer-to-peer fundraising would bring my 

organization $ (x) dollars per year, more or less. 

If 10 percent of your supporters created fundraising pages, what impact would that have on your organization?

/ per year

$

LET’S CALCULATE

total # of supporters

average amount raised 
on Classy

average donors total donors

# of fundraising pages

$ $
568

7

10% (x)
increase in fundraising

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 9

39

39

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Do you currently give your online visitors the option to give monthly?

Did you know? In 2015, monthly donations accounted for 17 percent of all 

online giving. The industry average recurring monthly donation size is $20 

which translates into $240 annually. The average recurring donation on Classy 

is $39. Monthly supporters also typically give an average online gift that is 2X 

the average. 

What percentage of your donors do you think you could convert into 

monthly donors? Do you currently have a process in place to nurture one-

time donors into recurring givers?

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: If we tried, I think we could add (on average) (x) recurring donors per month.

Losing Money  |  Recurring Donation Campaigns

Nonprofits can do their best to 

predict their annual revenue, 

but fundraising is not an exact 

science. To offset the ebbs and 

flows of traditional fundraising, 

monthly recurring donors can 

provide nonprofits with a sense of 

financial stability. 

What impact would a consistent 

monthly stream of income have on 

your organization? 

Are you leaving money on the 

table due to complicated or 

sub-optimal recurring donation 

campaign pages?

If we could add more recurring donors per month or convert more existing donors, what would that mean for your 

yearly revenue?

Adding new donors?

Converting a percentage of existing donors?

LET’S CALCULATE

# of new monthly donors

# of existing donors conversion rate to 
recurring donors

average monthly recurring 
donation

average monthly recurring 
donation

$

$$

$

.

LET’S GET STARTED

12

12

(x)

(x)

annual increase in revenue

annual increase in revenue

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 10

Self-Service Customization
Rank from 1 to 10 the staff time and effort required to run your individual  

giving program.

Using Several Platforms & Donor Follow-up
Rank from 1 to 10 the accessibility you have to all the data at your organization.

Hard to Use
Rank from 1 to 10 the ease of use of your fundraising software for staff members 

and supporters.

Reporting & Segmentation
Rank from 1 to 10 how well your organization uses all of its data to make 

informed decisions.

a ton! eh, a decent amount little to none

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

Losing Time + Efficiency

What could you accomplish if each 

person on your team was given 

two or three additional hours a 

week to focus on your mission? 

Dig into which of these common 

time killers may be holding you 

back and determine where to 

focus first:

Can you improve? Get to work on page 11 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 12 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 14 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 15 »

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 11

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

How much time does it currently take to make any design changes to 

your event, campaign, or donation pages? Do you have to pay any outside 

parties to make these updates?

Imagine if you could make these changes in just a couple minutes. How would 

this flexibility empower your team? In our experience, nonprofits feel more 

confident launching a campaign knowing last-minute changes or updates can 

be made.

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think we spend about (x) hours on this per month.

Losing Time + Efficiency  |  Self-Service Customization

Let us know if you’ve run into 

this situation before. You’ve got 

a new campaign ready to launch. 

You’ve spent weeks planning it 

and have a well thought-out plan 

for emailing your supporters. And 

yet, your emails and donation 

pages just don’t look as great as 

you were anticipating. The images 

are pixelated, your logo is slightly 

squished, and your key text is 

awkwardly on top of an image 

that you just can’t change. 

How much more time, energy, 

and resources could you spend 

on your campaign promotion and 

implementation if you were able to 

easily design top-notch donation 

pages and emails with just a few 

simple clicks? 

Average number of hours you 

currently spend on building a 

donation or campaign page:

Average number of hours you spend chasing 

down design assets or requests in order to 

launch a donation or a campaign page:

LET’S CALCULATE

hours per month hours per month

LET’S GET STARTED

$

(x)
total hours / month

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 12

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

How much time does it currently take to make any design changes to 

your event, campaign, or donation pages? Do you have to pay any outside 

parties to make these update?

Imagine if you could make these changes on the go in a couple minutes.  How 

would this flexibility empower your team? In our experience, nonprofits feel 

more confident launching a campaign knowing last minute changes or updates 

can be made.

When a new supporter donates online, how are you capturing their 

information? Are you manually transferring it to your CRM and/or email 

marketing platform?

How much time does your team currently spend responding to 

donations and generating the appropriate receipting and thank you 

notes? If this was an automated process, how much time would you save 

in a given week?  

Does managing multiple systems make it harder to follow up and 

communicate with  supporters? Do you think this might be impacting 

supporter satisfaction or donor retention?

Losing Time + Efficiency  |  Using Several Platforms & Donor Follow-up

Here’s a common scenario 

we’ve seen across hundreds of 

organizations. Does this sound 

familiar? 

Multiple sources of data. A variety 

of systems and tools (ahem, 

including random Excel files from 

the Dark Ages). An overwhelming 

amount of data that is too difficult 

to easily sort through in order to 

identify key opportunities. 

We get it. It’s painful. But in the 

end, it’s hurting your organization 

more to not do anything about it. 

What more could you gain for your 

organization and donors if all of 

your data sat in one, easy-to-use 

location?

LET’S GET STARTED

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 13

Losing Time + Efficiency  |  Using Several Platforms & Donor Follow-up

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think we spend about (x) hours on this per month.

Average number of hours you 

currently spend on managing 

donation or campaign pages:

Average number of hours you currently 

spend on managing donor relations 

manually:

LET’S CALCULATE

hours per month hours per month

$

(x)
total hours / month

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 14

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Is the usability of your current technology preventing your staff from 

accomplishing other need to-do tasks? How does this impact their overall 

productivity and morale?

How difficult is it for your supporters to use your fundraising or donation 

software? How much time does staff spend helping supporters with these 

technology issues?

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think we waste about (x) hours per month because our 

software systems aren’t very user-friendly.

Losing Time + Efficiency  |  Hard to Use

“It’s too difficult.” 

How many times have you heard 

that statement from your staff or 

supporters? 

“Hard-to-use” should not be 

a hurdle your team or your 

fundraisers have to face. In today’s 

world, technology troubles should 

be few and far between. 

How much time do you spend 

helping others understand 

your software, that you could 

otherwise be using to grow your 

organization?

LET’S CALCULATE

LET’S GET STARTED

Average number of hours your 

organization spends overcoming 

technology difficulties:

Average number of hours your organization 

spends supporting your constituents with 

their technology challenges:

hours per month hours per month

$

(x)
total hours / month

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 15

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

How much time do you spend trying to make sense of your donor data 

rather than using the data to connect with donors in meaningful ways?

Imagine if you were able to run a report and pull a list of donors who had 

given one-time gifts over $100. Custom lists like this allow nonprofits to run 

fundraising campaigns that appeal specifically to donors likely to give larger 

one-time gifts. In this instance, you could send this group an email linking out 

to a donation page with pre-selected gift amounts greater than $100.  

What kinds of reports do you currently run on your donors? Are you able 

to see all of the data you’d like to see and gather the most meaningful 

insights to make informed communication decisions?

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: I think we spend about (x) hours on this per month.

Losing Time + Efficiency  |  Reporting & Segmentation

Data, data, data. 

We’re in a world where data is 

king. This begs the question: is 

your organization set up to best 

maximize the opportunities that 

a clean set of data offers your 

kingdom? Access to data that you 

can actually work with unlocks 

a treasure chest. So many good 

things can come from visible data 

that you can leverage for reports, 

dashboards, communications, 

segments, and much more.

How well is your organization’s 

data set up to provide meaningful, 

decision-making insights?

Average number of hours your organization spends trying to understand your data:

LET’S CALCULATE

LET’S GET STARTED

(x)
hours per month

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 16

Brand-Donor Connection
Rank from 1 to 10 how well your online fundraising experience reflects upon 

your brand.

Custom Questions
Rank from 1 to 10 how well you understand your donors and their histories with 

your organization.

Email/CRM Integration
Rank from 1 to 10 how much you are leaving on the table by not having an 

automatic, immediate follow-up with every donor.

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

not so well eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

a ton! eh, a decent amount little to none

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

Brand & Supporter Experience 

How valuable is your nonprofit’s 

brand? Let’s take some time 

to understand the importance 

of putting your brand first and 

the impact it can have on your 

fundraising revenue.
Can you improve? Get to work on page 17 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 19 »

Can you improve? Get to work on page 20 »

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 17

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Do you redirect donors to a third-party site in order to give to your 

organization (e.g. a PayPal page or a site with a different URL)?

Did you know? Sixty-five percent of nonprofits require three or more clicks to 

make a donation. With Classy, supporters only have to click twice to submit their 

donations.5

From start to finish, is the donor experience fully reflective of your brand 

and the experience you wish your supporters to have?

Did you know? Branded donation pages generate 38 percent more revenue 

than generic online giving pages.6

Are you optimizing the donation experience for a mobile donor?

Did you know? One in seven donors used a handheld or tablet device in 2015.7

What are you doing to enhance the donor’s experience? Can you currently 

turn the “cover the fee” option on or off by campaign or donation page? 

What is the total fee size that your donors see? Have you tested if the fee 

size causes donors to churn before donating?

Brand & Supporter Experience  |  Brand-Donor Connection

A little donor love can go a 

long way. We’ve seen hundreds 

of organizations introduce a 

little “surprise and delight” and 

dramatically improve the donor 

experience and in the end, 

increase the average  

donation amount. 

Not to mention, when you add 

small touches that introduce your 

brand as soon as a supporter 

donates, you immediately begin 

to build your brand experience. 

Your tools should empower you 

to easily improve your supporters’ 

experience.

What donation volume are you 

losing due to a sub-optimal donor 

experience? 

5 Blackbaud, “50 Fascinating Philanthropy Stats.” https://www.blackbaud.com/files/50-fascinating-philanthropy-stats/sector-impact.
html

6 MobileCause, “2016 Most Important Fundraising Stats.” https://www.mobilecause.com/downloads/Most-Important-Fundraising-
Stats.pdf?submissionGuid=9b714db6-76f8-43ee-a0d4-0df5d5df7a6f

7 NPEngage, “5 Myths of Mobile Fundraising, Debunked.” http://npengage.com/nonprofit-fundraising/5-myths-of-mobile-
fundraising-debunked-infographic/#

LET’S GET STARTED

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 18

Brand & Supporter Experience  |  Brand-Donor Connection

Give yourself a grade (A, B, C, D, or F). How is the average donor experience on your campaign or donation pages?

LET’S CALCULATE

your grade

BALLPARK ESTIMATE: If we improved the supporter experience, I believe we 

could raise or retain $ (x) dollars per year, more or less.

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 19

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

How do you currently collect data on your donors? Do you feel like you 

are able to learn more about them with every interaction?

Did you know? Custom questions on donation pages empower you to learn 

more about your supporters, so you can craft messages that resonate on an 

individual level.

How effectively can you segment your donors at this time?

Did you know? CoachArt uses custom questions to ask their donors what 

kinds of updates they want to receive. This allows their team to send targeted 

communications that are unique to each donor’s preferences.

BALLPARK ESTIMATE T/F: If we improved the way in which we gather data on 

our donors over time, we could raise or retain about (x) dollars per year.

Brand & Supporter Experience  |  No Custom Questions

There is very little excuse for a 

lack of understanding of your 

donors. Thanks to modern 

technology, the ability to gather 

more and more information 

about your donors over time is 

accessible and easy. 

By collecting more data about 

your donors over time you can 

speak to them in a more intimate 

and knowledgeable way. This, in 

turn, builds trust and allows you 

to build a strong foundation for a 

lasting relationship.

So, let’s think about this: What is 

the potential impact you could 

have on your organization if you 

were able to more easily collect 

insights from your donor database 

and send more personalized 

messages to specific segments?

I think we have a very comprehensive understanding of our donors and their histories with our organization:   YES  |  NO

LET’S CALCULATE

LET’S GET STARTED

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 20

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

How much are you leaving on the table by not creating an automatic, 

immediate follow-up with every donor?

What is the current process you go through to follow up with a donor after 

a donation is processed? Is this process automated?

Did you know? Fifty percent of donors say that the personalization of a thank 

you is more important than speed. Classy’s new engagement tools allow you to 

create and schedule customized emails to thank donors for their gift.

BALLPARK ESTIMATE T/F: If we could automatically thank donors in a meaningful and 

personalized way, I believe we could raise or retain about (x) dollars per year.

Brand & Supporter Experience  |  Email/CRM Integration

Imagine you’re a first-time donor 

to an organization that you 

recently learned about. You feel 

pretty good about yourself and 

are proud that you’re contributing 

to a cause you are passionate 

about. You complete the donation 

process and get your confirmation 

message. And then...nothing. 

This is a missed opportunity for 

every organization. The moment 

someone gives is a pivotal point 

in securing their relationship 

with your organization. Without a 

personalized thank you or ongoing 

communication plan, you are 

immediately losing out.

I believe we hit every single donor who donates within 24 hours of their gift:      YES   |   NO

LET’S CALCULATE

8 Blackbaud, “50 Fascinating Philanthropy Stats.” https://www.blackbaud.com/files/50-fascinating-philanthropy-stats/sector-impact.
html

LET’S GET STARTED

https://www.classy.org/


Online Fundraising Assessment 21

Competitive Differentiation
Rank from 1 to 10 how strongly your brand is positioned against other 

organizations in your cause sector.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: When it comes to providing a positive giving experience 

for supporters, do you believe you are ahead of most nonprofits, about average, 

or behind most nonprofits?

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: Are you heavily reliant on concentrated sources of 

revenue (e.g., grants or major gifts)? Do you have a predictable stream of 

diversified revenue coming in through individual gifts?

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: Do you experience a high degree of seasonality in 

fundraising? Do peaks and valleys in fundraising receipts cause inefficiency or 

hamper your organization’s ability to make longer range strategic investments? At 

Classy, we see 25 percent of all online fundraising take place in December. This 

reinforces the need for monthly donations to offset the slow fundraising seasons.

Revenue Stability
Rank from 1 to 10 how diverse your organization’s revenue portfolio is.

Cash Flow
Rank from 1 to 10 how well your organization is set up to withstand  

fundraising seasonality.

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

pretty bad eh, alright great!

1 53 42 7 8 96 10

Lack of Strategy

Strategic planning and thinking 

can often be de-prioritized when 

in fact, it can be some of our most 

impactful work. 

We’ve surfaced some common 

strategic decisions your 

organization may wish to consider 

along the way. Consider how you’d 

rank your organization today and 

identify an opportunity to focus  

on in your next strategic  

planning session.

https://www.classy.org/

